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® FX: GOE 158-1-5

Luminaire: PMS 408 C

FX Family of Up Lights:
When your client's needs dictate  

the lowest maintenance, highest 

performance components, specify 

FX Luminaire up lights. These rugged 

and innovative luminaires are made 

of the very finest aerospace alloys to 

prevent premature product failure 

caused by corrosion. All cast  

components are hand polished  

before powdercoat to ensure a 

smooth lustrous finish. Every FX  

Luminaire diecast component is 

made in-house using the latest in 

computer assisted mold process 

control. 

Note: This fixture is designed for 

up lighting only.

for small sCale  
garden elements 

Use this warm, Xenon lamp 

source to enhance earth  

tones or create an intimate  

atmosphere.

This precision lighting fixture is 

a fine example of engineering 

for simplicity and reliability. 

Through the innovative use of an 

O-ring hydraulic compression cap 

seal, the potentially troublesome 

threads and screws found in 

other spotlights are eliminated. 

The CM is constructed without 

compromise using aerospace 

grade alloys and silicone seals. 

We have engineered a white 

reflector to soften the output, 

thereby allowing the designer to 

get the benefits of the small, low 

voltage components, without 

overpowering the space  

with light. 
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ORDERING INFORMATION
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® FX: GOE 158-1-5

Luminaire: PMS 408 C

FACTORY INSTALLED OPTIONS:  Order 1 + 2 + 3 (optional) + 4  

FIXTURE CODE LAMP CODE SHIELD OPTIONS FINISH OPTIONS

1 CM 2 10 (10,000 avg. life hours) 3 Ls (Long Shield) 4 XX

20 (5,000 avg. life hours)  (see options to right)

CM: Up Light

The CM includes your choice of Xenon lamp, clear or frosted lens (specify F after wattage,  
EX: CM-20-F-SB), and choice of powdercoat finish. All CM up lights come standard with the Super Slot 
Spike. Field Installed Options must be ordered separately and will come in a separate box.

EXAMPLE:  CM-20-LS-SB = CM - 20 W Halogen - Long Shield - Sedona Brown Finish 
 250015240000  = Solite Spread Lens 

PowDErCoat

wG = White Gloss

Fw = Flat White

aL = Almond

BZ = Bronze Metallic

DG = Desert Granite

wI = Weathered Iron

VF = Verde Speckle

sB = Sedona Brown

FB = Flat Black

< LONG SHIELD

** Denotes powdercoat finish

FIELD INSTALLED OPTIONS:  Order Individually   

GLARE CONTROL LENSES/FILTERS MOUNTS

Hex Baffle (250015260000) Frosted (250015170000) super slot spike (753900) 2" x 10" Included 6

recessor ring (RRMR16) spread (250013550000) Long slot spike (250015840000) 2.5" x 10" 

solite spread (250015240000) superJ-Box (SJ-XX**) 2.5" x 12"

Dichroic Peach (250015230000 Post Mount (PM-XX**)  2.5" x 13"

Dichroic Blue (250015200000)

Dichroic Green (250015210000)

Dichroic red (250015220000)

Light Blue (250015190000)

Light Green (250015180000)

Super  
Slot 

Spike

Long Slot 
Spike

Super 
J-Box 
XX**

Post 
Mount 
XX**


